CASE STUDY TEMPLATE

INTRODUCTION

(Get background information about the individual before they were recruited included education, family situation and their previous occupation)

RECRUITMENT

(How was the victim recruited, by whom and when did it happen?)

TRANSPORT

(How did they travel and when did they travel? Did they travel alone? If travel across borders: How did the victim process their travel documents?)
EXPLOITATION

(What forms of exploitation did they go through when they arrived? Who exploited them? How long did it last? What did they think of what they were going through?)

RESCUE

(What made them leave the situation? How did they leave the situation? Who assisted them?)

CURRENT SITUATION

(Where do they live and with whom? What are they doing to earn a living? What are their hope and she anticipations for the future?)

REFERRAL PROCESS

(Who referred them to HAART? How long did it take to contact HAART when they were referred?)